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STELIA Aerospace Premium passenger seats: French luxury for an 

unrivalled flight experience 

 

 
 
Ranking in the world Top 3 for Premium passenger seats (First Class, Premium Business 
Class and Business Class), STELIA Aerospace is a brand of Airbus Atlantic, the new global 
aerostructures champion established on 1st January 2022. 
 
Located in Rochefort, France, the design and manufacturing offices of STELIA Aerospace 
create an inspired range of Premium seats that combine luxury, comfort and innovation for 
passengers and operational excellence for airlines.  
 
Among some 50 customer airlines, the major ones are prestigious airlines from Europe and 

the Asia-Pacific and Middle-East regions, and three of them are in the top 10 of the Skytrax 

international ranking. 

With a production capacity of 5,000 seats per year, the Rochefort production site covers 18,000 

sq. metres. More than 150 engineers design high-end and innovative passenger seats, for an 

unrivalled travel experience. 

Thanks to its expertise in advanced materials and processes (3D tolerance, topological 

optimisation, stress simulation…) and to its modular assembly lines, the STELIA Aerospace 

brand manufactures a wide range of passenger seats offering cutting-edge technologies, with 

optimised weight and equipped with their systems. 

STELIA Aerospace’s range of Premium passenger seats are destined to single-aisle and wide-

body aircraft, and can be found mostly on B777, B787, A320, A330, A350 and A380: 

 
Single-aisle 

 CELESTE®: comfort through innovation 
 EQUINOX® family: efficiency and flexibility 
 OPERA®: comfort and space for single-aisle aircraft 

 
 
Wide-body 

 EQUINOX® family: efficiency and flexibility 
 OPAL®: efficiency meets comfort 
 SOLSTYS® family: luxurious by instinct 
 SYMPHONY®: designer luxury 

 
Co-design is in the STELIA Aerospace brand’s DNA, and the teams work in collaboration with 
expert designers and customers to adapt the seats, create new ones and always improve the 
range, in a continuous improvement process.   
 
Sophisticated visualisation systems give a clear image of the product as soon as the 
conception phase to suit customer requirements, and ideas are tested and rapidly adopted, 
which enables STELIA Aerospace to also offer luxurious bespoke First Class seats, always 
more exclusive. 
 



 

All STELIA Aerospace’s products have FAA and EASA approval and are qualified on their 

respective Boeing and Airbus platforms.  

In the frame of its commitment for excellence, the STELIA Aerospace brand offers its 

customers and operators advanced support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, worldwide and for 

the entire lifecycle of its products.  Furthermore, the STELIA Aerospace seats have received 

several Awards, including the Airbus « Excellent performance for customer support » in 2019 

and the « Crystal Cabin Award » in 2019. 

Certified ISO 14001 since 2010, the STELIA Aerospace brand is committed to reduce its 

environmental footprint, thanks to an energy saving building and an eco-friendly assembly line 

with selective sorting, thanks also to its employee’s environmental involvement and to several 

partnerships with local environmental organisations. All of STELIA Aerospace’s facilities are 

compliant with the European REACH and RoHS regulations. 
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